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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

December 14, 1999
Mr. John J. Hunter
Corporate Manager of Process Engineering
and Facilities Construction
Fansteel, Inc.
Number Ten Tantalum Place
Muskogee, OK 74403-9296
SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT (TAC NO. L31216)
Dear Mr. Hunter:
We are continuing to review your amendment request for construction of a containment cell at
your Muskogee site and have determined that an Environmental Report (ER) is needed. An ER
is required by 51.60 (b) (5); it must be prepared in accordance with 10 CFR 51.45 and
submitted per 10 CFR 51.66. The ER should be provided within 90 days of the date of this
letter. Please reference the above TAC No. in future correspondence related to this request.
As part of the environmental review, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) expects to
prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The EIS will be consistent with 10 CFR Part
51, NRC Environmental Protection Regulations for Domestic Licensing and Related Regulatory
Function, for implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA; 1969, as amended).
The ER should address all information necessary for NRC to prepare the EIS. This information
Is specified in 10 CFR Part 51, Appendix A to Subpart A: "Format for Presentation of Material in
Environmental Impact Statements.n
As we informed you in the telephone conversation held on November 17, 1999, the ER must
include a discussion of alternatives to the proposed action. This discussion must include
consideration of a no-action alternative. Guidance on discussion of no-action alternative's is
enclosed and can be found at http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/nepanet.htm. Under new Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation Regulations in 36 CFR 800.2 (promulgated in 64 FR 95,
27072-27087), NRC can authorize the licensee to initiate consultation with the State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) and Tribal Historic Preservation Officer(s) (THPO), and others as
appropriate. NRC hereby grants this authorization to Fansteel. Ifyou elect to perform these
consultations, they should be documented in the ER.
The staff has also noted that the proposed burial cell is located near the Arkansas River. The
ER should include a thorough flood analysis, considering the risks of upstream dam failures
and probable maximum flood levels at the site. Depending upon the design features needed to
protect the site, the staff considers that the information needed will include data and analysis
related to the dam failure, reservoir operation, and flood analysis.
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We suggest that you meet with the NRC staff in early January to discuss your plans for and
progress in preparation of the ER. This meeting will assure that the ER will address all
necessary areas. Please contact Heather Astwood, the new Project Manager at (301)
415-5819 to arrange such a meeting. If you have any questions concerning this letter or the
contents of an ER, please contact Ms. Astwood, at the telephone number listed above or send
email to: hma@nrc.gov.
Sincerely,

Charles Emeigh, Section Chief
Licensing Section
Licensing and International
Safeguards Branch
Division of Fuel Cycle Safety
and Safeguards, NMSS
Docket
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Dr. Loren Mason
District Environmental Manager
Tulsa District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 61
Tulsa, OK 74121-0061

Mr. George Brozowski
U.S. EPA, Region VI
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, TX 75202

Mr. Mike Broderick, Administrator
Radiation Management Section
Waste Management Division
OK Department of Environmental Quality
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677

Mr. Mark Thomason
Water Quality Division
OK Department of Environmental Quality
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677

Mr. Eadon Shirley
Radiation Management Section,
Waste Management Division
OK Department of Environmental Quality
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677

Mr. Walter Beckham
City Manager
City of Muskogee
229 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401

Mr. David Dimick
Air Quality Division
OK Department of Environmental Quality
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677

Mr. Stephen Jantzen
Office of Attorney General
State of Oklahoma
2300 North Lincoln Blvd., Suite 112
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-4894

Ms. Pamela Bishop
Radiation Management Section
Waste Management Division
OK Department of Environmental Quality
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677

Mr. Michael J. Mocniak
Vice President, General Counsel
and Secretary
Fansteel, Inc.
Number One Tantalum Place
North Chicago, IL 60064

Mr. Joe Byrd
Principal Chief
Cherokee Nation
P.O. Box 948
Tahlequah, OK 74465-0948
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COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY
40 CFR Parts 1500, 1501, 1502,1503,
1504, 1505, 1506, 1507. and 1508
Forty Most Asked Otestions
Concerning CEO's National
Environmental Policy Act Regutions
March 17. 1961.

AaENCr. Council on Environmental

Quality. Executive Office of the
President.
ACT'OM Information Only. Publication of
Memorandum to Agencies Containing
Answers to 40 Most Asked Questions on
NEPA Regulations.

.....

The Council on
Wum tAY:
Environmental Quality. as part of its
oversight of Implementation of the
National Environmental Policy Act. held
meetings In the ten Federal regions with
Federal State. and local officials to
discuss administration of the
implementing regulations. The forty
most asked questions were compiled in
a memorandum to agencies for the
information of relevant officials. In
order efficiently to respond to public
inquiries this memorandum Is reprinted
in this issue of the Federal Register.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACt.

Nicholas C. Yost. General Counsel.
Council on Environmental Quality. 722
Jackson Place NW. Washington. D.C.
20(xG: 202-395-5750.
March 16. 1981.
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These meetings also providcd NEPA
liaisons and other participants with an
opportunity to ask questions about
NEPA and the practical application of
the NEPA regulations. A number of
these questions were answered by CEQ
representatives at the regional meetings.
In response to the many requests from
the agencies and other participants.
CEQ has compiled forty of the most
Important or most frequently asked
questions and their answers and .
reduced them to writing. The answees
were prepared by the Genaral Counsel
of CEQ in consultation with the Office
of Federal Activities of EPA. These
answers, of course, do not Impose any
additional requirements beyond thpse of
the NEPA regulations. This document
does not represent new guidance under
the NEPA regulations. but rather n~akes
generally available to concerned
agencies and private Individuals the
answers which CEQ has already given
at the 1980 regional meetings. The
answers also reflect the advice which
the Council has given over the past two
years to aid agency staff and
consultants In their day-to-day
application of NEPA and the regulations.
CEQ has also received numerous
inquiries regarding the scoptng rocess.
CEQ hopes to Issue written guirance on
scoping later this year on the basis of Its
special study of scoplng. which is
nearing completion.
Nicholas C. Yost.
Ceneml Counsel.

Index
Memorandum for Federal NEPA
Uaisons. Federal. State. and Local
1. Range of Alternatives
-Officials and Other Persons Involvid in
L. Alternatives Outside the Capability
thu NEPA Process
of Applicant or Jurisdiction of Agency
3. No-Action Alternative
Sibi,'ct: Questions and Answers About
4. Agency's Preferred Alternative
the NEPA Regulations
5. "Proposed Action v. Preferred
During June and July of 198o the
Alternative
with
Quality.
Council on Rnvironmental
i. Environmentally Preferable
the assistance and cooperation of EPA's
Alternative
EPA
ten
the
from
Coordinators
EIS
7. Difference Between Sections of EIS
regions, held one-day meetings with
on Altetnatives and Environmental
federal. state and local officials In the
Consequences
ten FI'A regional offices around the
B. Early Application of NEPA
&
c.unlry. In addition, on July 10 1980.
9. Applicant Who Needs Other
CH''Q conducted a similar meeting for the
Permits
und
liaisons
NEPA
Washington. D.C.
LO.Limitations on Action During 20.
persons involved in the NEPA process.
Final EIS
At iheso meetings CEQ discussed (a) the Day Review Periodonfor
by an
Actions
Limitations
11.
ElSe
Draft
results (of its 1980 review of
Process
EIS
During
.Applicant
Iusmetd since the July 30. 1979 effective
12. Fffoctive Date and Enforceability
daise of the NF.PA reulitlottq. fb• ttgency*
tha Regulations
,of
uCecason
..
r.umplhnnce wuirte(nws%.u.
13. Use of Scoping Before Notice of
requirements In Section 1505 of Ihc
*Intent to Prepare EIS
NEPA regulations, and (c) CEQs
14. Rights and Responsibilities of
preliminary findings on how the scoping
Agencies
process Is working. Participants at these * ~ad and Cooperating
of
Responsibilities
Commenting
1S.
materials
of
meetings received copies
F.PA
prepared by ('Q summitrizing its
1a. Third Party Contracts
oversight nind findings.

17. Disclosure Statement to Avoid

Conflict of Interest

-

I8. Uncertainties About Indirect
Effects of A Proposal
19. Mitigation Measures
20. Worst Case Analysis
21. Combining Environmental and
Planning Documents
22. State and Federal Agencies as
Joint Lead Agencies
23. Conflicts of Federal Proposal With
Land Use Plans, on Policies and
Controls
24. Environmental Impact Statemenis
on Policies. Plans or Programs
25 Appendices and Incorporation by
Reference
28&Index and Keyword Index In EMSa
27. Ust of Preparers
28. Advance or Xerox Copies of EIS
29. Responses to Comments
30. Adoption of RISs
31. Application of Regulations to
Independent Regulatory Agencies
32. Supplements To Old EISs
33. Referrals
34. Records of Decision
35. Time Required for the NEPA
Process
8 Environmental Assessments (EA)
37. Findings of No Significant Impact
(FONSI)
38. Public Availability of EAs v.
FONSIs
39. Mitigation Measures Imposed in
EAs and FONSIs
40. Propriety of Issuing EA When
Mitigation Reduces Impacts

Questions and Answers About the
NEPA Regulations (131)
Ia. Q. What Is meant by "range of
alternatives" as referred to in Sec.
1505.1(e)? '
A. The phrase "range of alternatives"
refers to the alternatives discussed in
environmental documents. It Includes ail
reasonable alternatives, which must be
rigorously explored and objectively
evaluated. us well as those other
alternatives, which are eliminated from
detailed study with a brief discussion of
the reasons for eliminating them.
Section 1502.14. A decislonmaker must
not consider alternatives beyond the
range of alternatives discussed In the
relevant environmental documents.
Moreover. a decisionmaker must, in fact.
consider all the alternativps discussed in
an EIS. Section 1505.1(e}.
',--'-. n'iny ,'tent ltives have lo
".be discussed when there is an infinite
number of possible alternatives?
Owdocument are to the
IRalfetres tuqhoulthe
Councd an Ftofvamental Quality's Reguhtions For
mplementins The Pcedmut Provisions of the
Natkomt Uminittentat Policy Act. 40 Olt Parts
130O-045M
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A. For some proposals there may exist There are two distinct interpretations of
a very large or even an Infinite number
"no action" that must be considered.
of possible reasonable alternatives. For
dependin8 on the nature of the proposal
example, a proposal to designate
being evaluated&The first situation
wilderocas areas within a National
might Involve an action such as
Forest could be said to Involve an
updating a land management plan where
infinite number of alternatives from 0 to ongoing programs initiated under
100 percent of the forest. When there are existing legislation and regulations will
potentially a very large number of
continue, even as new plans are
alternatives, only a reasonable number
developed. In these cases "no action" is
of examples. covering the full pecfrum
S"no change" from current management
of alternatives, must be analyzed and
direction or level of management
compared in the EIS. An approprate
Intensity. To construct an alternatlye
series of alternatives might Include
that Is based on no management at all
dedicating 0.10 30. 50, 70. 90. or 100
would be a useiess academic exercse.
percent of the Forest to wilderness.
Therefore, the "n, action" alternatqve
What constitutes a reasonable range of
'may be thought of in terms of continuing
alternatives depends on the nature of
with the present course of action t*itil
the proposal and the facts In each case.
that action is changed. Consequently.
2a. Q. It an £13 Is prepared In.
projected Impacts of alternative
connection with an application for a
management schemes would be
permit or other rederal approval, must
compared In the EIS to those Impaicts
the EIS rigorously analyze and discuss
projected for the existing plan. In this
alternatives that are outside the
case. alternatives would include '
capability of the applicant or can it be
management plans of both greater and
limited I* reasonable alternatives that
lesser Intensity. especially greater and
can be carried out by the applicant?
.lesser levels of resource development.
A. Section 1502.14 requires the EIS to
The second Interpretation of "no
examine all riasonable alternatives to
action"
Is Illustrated In instances
the proposal. In determinitln the scope of involving
federal decisions on proposals
alternatives to be considered, the
'for projects. "No action" in such cases
emphasis is on.what is "reasonable"
would mean the proposed activity
rather than on whether the proponent or would not take place. and the resulting
applicant likes or is Itself capable of
environmental effects from taking no
carrying out a particular alternative.
action would be compared with the
Reasonable alternatives include tho;.
effects of permitting the proposed
that are procticalorfeasible from the
.activity or an alternative activity to go
technical and economic standpoint and
forward.
using common sense, rather than simply
Where a choice of "no action" by the
desirablefrom the standpoint of the
agency
would result in predIctably
applicant
actions by others, this consequence of
2b. Q. Must the M1S analyze
(the "no action" alternative should be
alternatives outside the Jurisdiction or
Included in the analysis. For exaniple. if
capability of the agency or beyond what
denial of permission to build a railroad
Congress has authorized?
to a facility would lead to construction
A. An alternative that is outside the
of a road and increased truck traffic, the
legal jurisdiction of the lead agency
MS should analyze this consequence of
must still be analyzed In the EI3 If it is
the "no action" alternative.
reasonable. A potential conflict with
In light of the above, it ls difficult to
local or federal law does not necessarily
think of a situation where it would not
render an alternative unreasonable.
be appropriate to address a "no action"
although such conflicts must be
alternative. Accordingly. the regulations
considered. Section 1506.2(d).
require the analysis of the no action
Alternatives that are outside the scope
alternative even if the agency ISunder a
of what Congress has approved or
funded must still be evaluated In the F£1 court order or legislative command to
act. This analysis provides a
if they are reasonable, because the EIS
may serve as the basis for modifying the benchmark, enabling decisionmakers to
compare the magnitude of
Congressional approval or funding In
environmental effects of the action
light of NEPA's goals and policies.
i alternatives. It Is also an example of a
Section 1500.1(a).
-oa- "able alternative outside the
J. Q. What does the ", sctlier"
alternative include? If an agency is
iurns,,ction of the agency which must be
analyzed. Section 150114(c). See
under a court order or legislative
Question 2 above. Inclusion of such an
command to act, must the £1S address
*analysis In the £I Is necessary to
the "no action" alternative?
'Inform the Congress. the public, and the
"A.
Section 150=14(d) requires the
President as Intended by NEPA. Section
alternatives analysis in the EI1 to
150,S1(a3.
"include the alternative of no action."

.18027

• 4a. Q. What Is the "agency's preferred
N.
alternative"?
A. The "agency's preferred
alternative" Is the alternative which the
agency believes would fulfill its
statutory mission and responsibilities.
giving consideration to economic.
environmental, technical and other
factors. The concept of the "agency's
preferred alternative" is different from
the "environmentally preferable
alternative." although in some cases one
alternative may be both. See Question (
below. It Is Identified so that agencies
and the public can understand the lead
agency's orientation.
4b. Q. Does the "preferred
alternative" have to be Identified in the
Draft E£S and the Final £13 or just in the
Final £1S?
A. Section 1502.14(e) requires the
section of the £IS on alternatives to
"identify the agency's preferred
alternative if one or more exists. in the
draft statement. and Identify such
alternative in the final statement
This means that if the agency has a
preferred alternative at tie Draft £IS
stage, that alternative must be labeled
or Identified as such in the Draft EIS. if
the responsible federal official in fct
has no preferred alternative at the Draft
E1S stags. a preferred alternative need
not be Identified there. By the time the
Final EIS Is filed, Section 1502.14(e)
presumes the existence of a preferre
alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS "unless
another law prohibits the expression of
such a preference."
4c. Q. Who recommends or
determines the "preferred alternative?'*
A. The lead agency's official with line
responsibility for preparing the EIS nind
assuring its adequacy is responsible for
Identifying the agency's preferred
alternative(s). The NEPA regulations do
not dictate which official In an agency
shall be responsible for preparation of
ElSs. but agencies can identify this
official in their Implementing
procedures. pursuant to Section 1507.3.
Even though the agency's preferred
alternative is identified by the" EIS
preparer in the EIS. the statement must
be objectively prepared and not slanted
to support the choice of the agency's
preferred alternative over the other
reasonable and feasible alternatives.
Ba. Q. Is the "proposed action" the
same thing as the "preferred
7.,:: _::aive'''

A. The "proposed action" may Is.. I it
Is not necessarily, the agency's
"preferred alternative." The proposed
action may be a proposal in its initial
form before undergoing analysis in '"
IS process. If the proposed action

I8028
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internally generated, such as preparing a
land management plan. the proposed
action might end up as the agency's
preferred alternative. On the other hand
the proposed action may be granting an
application to a non-federal entity for a
permit. The agency may or may not have
a "preferred alternative" at the Draft £IS
stage (see Question 4 above). In that
case the agency may decide at the Final
FIS stage, on the basis of the Draft EIS
and Ilse public and agency comments.
Mhet an alternative other than the
proposed action Is the agency's
"preferred alternative."
5b. Q. Is the analysis of the "proposed
action" in an £IS to be treated
differently from the analysis of
alternatives?
A. The degree of analysis devoted to
each alternative In the EIS Is to be
substantially similar to that devoted to
the "proposed action." Section 1602.14 Is
titled "Alternatives Including the
proposed action" to reflect such
comparable treatment. Section
1502.14(b) specifically requires
"substantial treatment" In the IS of
each alternative including the proposed
itctIon. This eegulation does not dictate
an -mount of Information to be
provided, but rather, prescribes a level
of treatment.which may In turn require
varying amounts of information, to
enable a reviewer to evaluate and
compare alternatives.
on. Q. What is the meaning of the term
"..environmentally
preferable
alternative" as used In the regulations
with reference to Records of Decision?
ilnw Is the term "environment" used in
the phrase?
A. Section 1505.2(b) requires that. In
cases where an EMS has been prepared.
the Record of Decision (ROD) must
Identify all alternatives that were
considered. "... specifying the
alternative or alternatives which were
considered to be environmentally
preferable." The environmentalfy
preferable alternative is the alternative
thai will promote the national
environmental policy as expressed In
NFPAI's Section 101. Ordinarily. this
means the allew-.ltive that causes the
lelast damage to the biological and
physical environment: It also means the
alternative which best protects.
preserves, and enhances historic.
cultural, and natural resources.
The Council recognizes that the
Identification ,4 the environmentally
prefetable alternative may involve
difcult judgments. particularly when
cle environmental value must be
balanced against another. The public
and other agencies reviewing a Draft
EIS can assist the lead agency to
develop and determine environmentally

private applicants or non-Federal
preferable alternatives by providing
entiltles and are, at some stage. subject
their views in comments on the Draft
to federal approval of permits. loans.
EIS. Through the Identification ofit he
loan guarantees. insurance or other
environmentally preferable alterdative,
What must and can agencies do
actions.
the declalonmaker is dearly faced with
to apply NEPA early In these cases?
a choice between that alternatlveiand
A. Section 1501.2(d) riquires federal
others. and must consider wheth& the
agencies to take steps toward ensuring
decision accords with the
that private parties and state and local
Congressionally declared policles of the
entities lnltiate'environmental studies a
Act.
soon as federal involvement in their
Ob. Q. Who recommends or ':
proposals can be foreseen. This section
determines what Is environmentally
Is Intended to ensure that environmental
preferable?
factors are considered at an early stage
A. The agency E15staff is encouraged
to make recommendations of the
in the planping process and to avoid the
*environmentally preferable
situation where the applicant for a
federal pernmit or approval has
alternative(s) during EIS preparation. In
*any event, the lead agency official
completed planning and eliminated all
alternatives to the proposed action by
responsible for the EIS Is encouraged to
identify the environmentally preferable
the time the Eis process commences or
alternative(s) In the E1S. In all cases.
before the M1S process has been
commentors from other agencies and the 'completed.
*public are also encouraged to address
Through early consultation. business
*this question. The agency must identify
applicants and approving agencies may
the environmentally preferable
gain better appreciation of each other's
alternative in the ROD.
needs and foster a decislonmaking
7. Q. What is the difference between
process which avoids later unexpected
the sections In the IS on "alternatives"
confrontations.
Federal agencies are required i..
*and "environmental consequences"?
How do you avoid duplicating the,
Section 1507.3[b) to develop proce,.ures
discussion of alternatives In prepdring
to carry out Section 1501..(d). The
these two sections?
procedures should include an "outreach
SA. The "alternatives" section Is the
program". such as a means for
heart of the EIS. This section rigorously
prospective applicants to conduct pre
explores and objectively evaluates all
application consultations with the lead
reasonable alternatives including the
and cooperating agencies. Applicants
proposed action. Section 1502.14. It
need to find out. In advance of project
should Include relevant comparisons on
planning. what environmental studies or
environmental and other grounds. The
other information will be required. and
"environmental consequences" section
what mitigation requirements are likely.
.of the EIS discusses the specific
in connecton with the later federal
environmental Impacts or effects of each NEPA process. Agencies should
of the alternatives including the
designate staff to advise potential
proposed action. Section 1502.18. In
applicants of the agency's NEPA
order to avoid duplication between
Information requirements and should
these two sections. most of the
publicize their pre-application
,"alternatives" section should be devoted procedures and information
the
comparing
and
to describing
requirements In newsletters _.r other
alternatives. Discussion of the
media used by potential applicants.
these
of
Impacts
environmental
Complementing Section 1501.2(d).
alternatives should be limited to a
Section 150M.5(a) requires agencies to
concise dpscrlptlve summary of such
assist applicants by outlining the types
Impacts in a comparative form.
of information required In those cases
Including charts or tables, thus sharply
applicant
defining the Issues and providing a dear where the agency requires the for
data
environmental
submit
to
Section
options.
basis for choice among
possible use by the agency In preparing
1502.14. The "environmental
an EIS.
Sconsequences" section should be
Section 1506.5(b) allows agencies to
analysis
Sdevoted largely to a scientific
authorize preparation of environmental
of the direct and Indirect environmental
assessments by applicants. Thus. the
effects of the proposed action and of
procedures should also Include a3 means
the
each oa' b" -le•.'stives. It forms
for anticipating and utiu&.tl. dVh, ".....
ana•ytic basis lor the concise
environmental studies or "early
comparison In the "alternatives"
corporate environmental assessments"
t section.
some of the federal agency's
to f
8. Q. Section 1502.(d) of the NEPA
NEPA obllgatlons. However. in such
regulations requires agencies to provide
cases the agreoy must still evaluate
for the early application of NEPA to
Independently the environmental Issues
cases where actions am planned by
*1

I

L
f,
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and take responsibility for the
,i
environmental assessment.
.r
These provisions are Intended to
encourage and enable private and other
non-federal entities to build
environmental considerations Into their
own planning processes in away that -c
facilitates the application of NEPA and I
avoids delay.
M.Q. To what extent must an agency!.
Inquire Into whether an applicant for a
federal permit. hnding or other approval
of a proposal will also need approval
from another agency for the same
proposal or some other related aspect of
it?L
A. Agencies must Intcgrate the NEPAI
process Into other planning at the
i
earliest possible time to Insure that
planning and decis•ons reflect
environmental values, to avoid delays
later In the process. and to head off
potential con0icts0 Specifically, the
agency must "provide for cases where
actions are planned by... applicants,"
so that designated staff are available to
advise potential applicants of studles or
other information that will foreseeably
be required for the later federal action:
the agency shall consult with the
applicant if the agency foresees its own
Involvement In the proposal and it shall
Insure that the NEPA process
commences at the ealest possible time.
Section 1501.2(d). (See Question 8.)
The re"ulations emphasize agency
cooperation early in the NEPA process.
r
Section 1501.8. Section 1501.7 on
"scopine" also providos that all affectid
Federal agencies are to be invited to
participate In scoping the environmental
issues and to identily the various
environmental review and consultation
requirements that may apply to the
Section
proposed action. = erthe.
15=2.25(b) requires thio, the draft E13 list
all the federsl permIts, licenses and
other entitlements that are needed to
the proposal
implement
create an affirmative
STheeprovisions

*

direct and Indirect effects of the
proposal and any related actions. The
agency should Inform the applicant that
action on Its application may be delayed
unless it submits all other federal
applications (where feasible to do so).
so that all the relevant agencies can
work together on the scoping process

and prepareation of the ma.

are fulfilled. Section 150.1(b). These
steps could include seeking injuncti

measures under NEPA. or the use
senctiona available under either tl.
agency's permitting authority or statute.!,
setting forth the agency's statutory
mission. For example, the agency might
advise an applicant that if it takes such
action the agency will not process Its
application.
12a. Q. What actions are subject to
the Council's new regulations. and what
actions are grnndfathered under the old
guidelines?
A.The effective date of the Council's
regulations was July 30,1979 (except for
certain HUD programs under the
Housing and Community Development

10a. Q. What actions by agedcies
and/or applicants are allowed~durn3
EIS preparation and during th 30Bdey
review period after publicatioi of a final
EIS?
A. No federal decision on
proposed action shall be madeor
recorded until at least 30 dayshifter the
publication by EPA of notice tlat the
particular EIS has been fioed i•lth EPA.
Act, 42 U.S.C. 5304(h). and certain staee
Sections 150W.2 and 1508.10. 8Weton
highway programs that qualify under
1505.2 requires this decision to be stated Section 102(2)(D) of NEPA for which the;
In a public Record of Decision.
regulations became effective on
Until the agency Issues Its Record of
November 30.1979). All the provisions
or
an
by
an
agency
Decision. no action
of the regulations are binding as of th Ia
applicant concerning the pioposal shall
date, Including those coveting
be taken which would have an adverse
decislonmaking. public participation.
environmental Impact or limit the choice referrals, limitations on actions. EIS
of reasonable altenMatives. Section
supplements. etc. For example. a Recortl
150&.1(a). But this does not preclude
of Decision would be prepared even for
design
work
preliminary planning or
decisions where the draft EIS was filed
which is needed tb support an
befure July 30, 1979.
applicationfor permits or assistance.
But In determining whether or not th.
0
Section 1500.(d).
regulations apply to the preparatiwn
new
When the impact statementlin
of poratcularanvironmentaldocunwne,
question is a program EIS. no b'ajor
the relevant factor Is the date of 1'" --,)f
action concerning the program may be
taken which may signiflcantlyaffect the the draft of that documenL Thus
new regulations do not require tL
quality of the human environz ent.
redrafting of an EIS or supplement ,, th,!
unless the particular action 41 justifled
draft EIS or supplement was filed befor"
Independently of the programils
July 306 179. However, a supplement
accompanied by its own adequate
prepared after the effective date or the
environmental impact statomant and
regulations for an EIS Issued in final
will not prejudice the ultimatd decision
before the effective date of the
on the pro.ra Section 1500.1(c).
regulations would be controlled by the
on
action
Q.
Do
these
limitations
lob.
regulations.
(described in Question lo0) apply to
Even though agencies are not requirvc
state or local agencies that have
to apply the regulation! to an MIS or
statutorily delegated responsibility for
preparation of environmental documents other document for which the draft wus
filed prior to July 30.1979. the
required by NEPA. for example, under
regulations encourage agencies to fUlm•,
,
Grant
program
the
HUD
Block
obligation on federal ageonces to Inquire
the regulations -to the fullest extent
A. Yes. these limitations do apply.
early, and to the maximum degree
practicable." Lu., If It Is feasible to do s,
without any variation from their
possible, to ascerteain whether an
In preparing the final document. Sectiot
application to federal agencies.
applicant Is or will be seekliother
1508.12(a).
11. Q. What actions must a lead
federal assistance or approval, or
12b. Q. Are projects authorized by
agency take during !he NEPA process
whether the applicant Is waiting until a
Congress before the effective date of t
when It becomes aware that a non.
proposal has been substantially
Councirs regulations grandfathered?
federal applicant is about to take an
developed before requesting federal aid
A. No. The date of Congressional
action within the agency's Juzsdiction
or approval
authorization for a project is not
that would either have an adverse
SThus. a federal agency reclivinS a
environmental impact or limli the choice determinative of whether the Council'.
request for approval or Assistance
regulations or former Guidelines epplI
of reasonable alternatives (eis
should determine whether the applicant
to the particular proposal. No
on-e'
other
--.
prt-eurel .
has filed separate requests for federal
A" .U.&O,,AUUU oS Lae incomplate projects or propes , I C!
resources towa,(..,
approval or assistance with other
kind an grandvthered In whole or in
federal sgencles. Other federal agencies proposal)?
pat. Only certain environmental
A. The federal agency must notify the
that are likely to becoame Involved
documents for which the draft was
should then be contacted, and the NEPA applicant that the agency will take
Issued before the effective date of the
strong affirmative steps to Insure that
process coordinlated to iW an early
reulatlons, are randfatheredr*
the obectves and procedures of NEPA
and comprehensive analysis of the
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with Its own responsibilities as lead
determine by letter or b memoranflum
agency. Section 1501.6(a}Z2).
subject to the Council's former
i
which agencies will undertake
If the lead agency haves out a
Guidelines.
•€cooperatn responsatbiltUeaLT thd
Issue or Ignores the advice
"s.iganlficant
12c. Q. Can a violation of the
stage.
"xitent possible at this
of the cooperating agency.
expertise
and
regulations give rise to a cause of
responsibilities for pecific Issues
found later to be
be
may
ES
the
action?
•f
allocation
Tih
assigned.
should be
A. While a trivial violation of the
where
responsibilities will be completed during Inadequate. Similarly.
regUlations would not give rise to on
cooperating a&e.cles have their own
m50l7aX41.
Section
acoin&
Independent cause of action, such a
decisions to make anthey Intend to
Cooperating agenda mut masume
cause of action would arise from a
adopt the environmental Impact ,
of
responsibility for the development
substantial violation of the regulations.
statement and base their decisions on It.
of
preparation
the
and
Information
Section 15 0.3.
ona document should Include all of the
of
request
the
at
environmental analyses
13. Q. Can the scopin process be.
Information necessy for the decisions
the had agency. Section l50..6(b(3).ý
used In connection with preparation of
by the cooperating agencies. Otherwise
Cooperating agencies are now rqie
an environmental assessment, La.
they may be forced to duplicate the EIS
staff
to~evote
IS01S
section
by
before both the decision to proceed with resources that were normally pr•my
"process by Iuing a new. more complete
an EIS and publication of a notice of
the
on
ilS or Supplemental ES. even though
comment
or
critique
used to
Intent?
S could have sufficed if it
much e eor to rthe o n
pr#ation.
Its
after
EIS
A. Yes. Scoping can be a useful tool
bein popely done at the Outse,
had
for discovering alternatives to a
Thus, bot lead and cooperating
and Draft EIS preparation
proposaL or significant Impacts that may scoplng
V
acooperatingagfenyC
It
agencds have a stake in producing a
stae•s
have been overlooked. In cases whem
rource limitations
Its
that
document of good quality. Cooperating
determines
an environmental assessment Is being
digree
the
or
Involvement
any
agences also have a duty to particpate
preclude
prepared to help an agency decide
work) '
of
(amount
fully In the scoping process to ensure
Involvement
of
whether to prepare an E18, useful
s0
lead a•ency It mat
th
by
that the pproprate range of Issue, Is
requested
information might result from early
ahd
writing
Ei
agency
had
Inorm the
detonmined early in the EIS process.
participation by other agencies and the
to
correspondence
this
of
copy
a
submit
Because the EIS Is not the Record of
public in a ScopIng •p•rcss.
the Council. Stection Sl1WeL€.!
Decision. but Instead onstitutes the
The regulations state that the scoping
In other words. the potantial
kinforwoaon and analysIs an which to
process Is to be preceded by a Notice of
agency must decide early if base a decision. disagreements about
cooperating
Intent (NOI) to prepare an M& But that
It i able to devote a bf its resource
conclusions to be drawn from the EIS
Is only the minimum requirement.
For this rmason
proposaL
particular
a
to
need not Inhibit agencies from Issuln a
long
as
"ScopIngmay be Initiated earl•r.r
the regulation states that an agency may joint document, or adoptn another
as there Is appropriate public notice and reply
to arequest for cooperation that
IIf the analysis is adequate.
amncyse
enough information available on the
program commitments prnclude
"other
agncy has Its own
each agf
proposal so that the public and relevant
of
any Involvement or the degre"
alternative., both can be
agencies can participate effectively.
requested In Mes acton that "preferred
involvement
the E5S. Sminlarly, a..
in
before
done
Is
Identifid
that
However. scoping
Is the subject of the environmental
with jurisdiction by
agency
cooperating
the assessment. and In aid of Its'
I
impact statemenL" (Emphasis adad
Its own ROD that
In
determine
may
preparation. cannot subaitute for the
law
The regulation refers to the "actioq
U
environmentay
the
Is
publicatloi
A
after
process
alternative
acopiq
normal
rather than to the HIS, to clarify thit the
lead
the
though
ev
action.
preferable
of the NOL unless the earlier public
phases
al
agency Is taking Itself out of
ROD
separate
Its
In
this possibility
decided
has
agency
notice stated clearlt
oa the federal action. not lust .driftIS that Alternative B Is envronmentally
was under consideration. andthe NO0
agency
the
that
means
This
preparation.
preferable.
expressly provides that written
has determined that It cannot be -V
comments on the scope of alternatives
U4c. Q. What are the specific
stages of EIS..
later
the
In
involved
and impacts will still be considered.
of federal and state
responsibilities
as
well
as
comment,
and
review
i4a. Q. What are the respective
to review draft
agencies
action.
cooperating
proposed
,declelonmaklng on the
rights and responsibilities of lead and
agencies
cooperating
reason.
this
For
cooperating agencies? What letters and
agencies
A. Cooperating agencies (Le.
with jurisdiction by law jthose which
memoranda must be prepared?
.
or spedal
law
by
approval
other
or
Jurisdiction
with
permitting
have
A. After a lead agency has been
cannot opt out entirely of the
agencies that are
expertise) and
designated (Sec. 1501.5), that agency haa authoAty)
on the E£8 See also
cooperate
to
authorized to develop oa enforce
duty
cooperation
socit
to
the responsibility
the
to
Question 1, relamting specifically
environmental standards. must comment
from other federal agencies that have
on environmental Impact statements
EPA.
of
responsibility
jurisdiction by law or special expertile
are disputes resolved
How
Q.
14b.
within their Jurisdiction, expertise or
should
that
Issue
on any environmental
agencie
cooperating
and
lead
-between
authority. Sections 1503.2.15085. If a
be addressed In the EIS being prepared
,concerlmtn the scope and level of detail
agency
lead
the
agem.cy Issatisfied that its
appropriate,
cooperating
Where
of analysis and the quality of data In
viesw amr adequately reflected in the
should seek the cooperation of state or
Impact statements?
environmental Impact statement, It
local agencies of similar qualifications. n
A. Such disputes are resolved by the
shculd simply comment accordingly.
India
an
affect
may
proposal
When the
them•selves. A lead agenc-1, of
agencies
Conversely. if the cooperatins agency,
reservation. the ,ugncy should consuat
'course. has the ultimate responsib1lity
determines that a dralS Is Is
with the Indian tribe. Section 150G.. iirA
for the content of an E1S. But It Is
t
Incomplte.l Inadequate or Inaccurate, or
al
coma
should
request for cooperation
to use the environmonts
-supposed
It has bter oomment&, It should
tho earliest possible time In the Nn A
analysls anCd ecommndlatfons of
promptly make sch comments.
on
process.
S=ooperatil agencds withr
t After discussions with the candidate
icool rhdqn to the requirements of
to tnet
expeotsbe consll
Sby law or eten
tefit
cooperating agendas. the had agei.iy
specifIcity in sectlon I503.&
poisible,
Simaximum extent
and the cooperating agencies are to
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dentity or plans of future landowners is
fou54d It helpful In expediting
ninown?
14d. Q. How is Lte lead agency to
_
compliance with NEPA.
A. The EIS must identify all the
treat the comments of another agency
lra federal agency uses "third partyW
effects that are known, and
adirect
with jurisdiction by law or special
9 L
the applicant may .
coniractlng,"
faith effort to explain the
to
good
a
refused
sake
or
failed
has
a
foa
expertise which
und rtake the necessary paperwork
iffects that are not known but are
"---" cooperate or participate In scoping or
the Aolcitation of a field of candidate4
"reasonablyforeseeable." Section
EIS preparation?
so long as
direction,
agency's
the
un4,r
.508.8(b). In the example. if there Is total
A. A lead agency has the
the gency complies with Section
icertainty about the Identity of future
responsibility to respond to all
procurement.
owners or the nature of future land
and
substantive comments raising significant 15(I€). Federalnot
apply to the agenqy
reaqfirements do
then of course, the agency is not
Ises1
issues regarding a draft E£1. Section
be u st incurs no obligations or cosli
to enige In speculation or
required
1503.4. However. cooperating agencies
Icontemptation
nor does the agency
contract,
the
unnlr
about their future plans.
to
obligation
an
under
are generally
procure anything under the contract. '
course of business.
ordinary
the
in
3ut.
raise issues or otherwise participate in
17a. Q. If an I3S Is prepared with thd
Judgments based *upon
make
do
people
the INS process during scopteg and EL£
assistance of a consulting firm. the firm
reasonably foreseeable occurrences. It
preparation if they reasonably can do
execute a disclosure statement
must
often be possible to consider the
will
so. in practical terms. if a cooperating
What criteria must the Am follow in
agency faIls to cooperate at the outse.
likely purchase's and the development
any
determining whether It has in
trends In that area or similar areas In
such as during scoping. it will find that
"financial or other Interest the
recent years; or the likelihood that the
Its comments at a later stage will not be
out'aome of the project" which would
as persuasive to the lead agency.
land will be used for an energy project.
cause a conflict of interest?
15. Q. Are EPA's responsibilities to
shopping center. subdivision, farm ur
4. Section 150.5(c). which specifies
review and comment on the
factory. The agency has the
that a consulting firm preparing an EIS
environmental effects of agency
responsibility to make an informed
proposals under Section 309 of the Clean muft execute a disclosure statement.
judgment. and to estimate future impacts.
does not define "financial ur other
Air Act Independent of Its responsibility
on that basis. especially if trends are
In!frest In the outcome of the project.7'
as a cooperating agency?
ascertainable or potential purchasers
ThT Council Interprets this term broadly
A. Yes. FPA has an obligation under
have made themselves known. The
to cover any known benefits other thin
Section 309 of the Clean Alt Act to
agency cannot Ignore these uncertain.
gerieral enhancement of professional {
review and comment in writing on the
but probable. effects of its decisions.
reputation. This includes any financial
environmental impact of any matter
19a. Q. What Is the scope of
beqofil such as a promise of future
relating to the authority of the
measures that must be
mitigation
the
construction or design work on
Administrator contained In proposed
discussed?
legislation, federal construction projects, project. as well as indirect benefits the
A. The mitigation measures discussed
other federal actlionsrequlrfng INSs, and consultant is aware of (e.g.. if the project in an EIS must cover the range of
wguld aid proposals sponsored by thj
new regulations. 42 U.S.C. Sec. 7009.
impacts of the proposal. The measures
This obligation is Independent of its role firm's other clients). For example.
must Include such things as design
completion of a highway project mayas
as a cooperatingagency under the
alternatives that would decrease
encourage construction oZa shopping
NFPA regulations.
pollution emissions. construction
center or Industrial park from which the
1I. Q. What is meant by the term
Impacts. esthetic intrusion. as well as
a
consultant stands to benefit. If
"third party contracts" in connection
relocation assistance. possible land use
consulting firm is aware that It has such
with the preparation of an INS? Sec
controls that could be enacted, and
Section 1506.5(c). When can "third party an interest In the decision on the
other possible efforts. Mitigation
from
pa~posal. it should be disqualified
contracts" be used?
measures must be considered even for
prvparing the EIS. to preserve the
A. As used by EPA and other
Impacts that by themselves would not
agencies. the term "third party contract"
objectivity and Integrity of the NEPA
be considered "significant." Once the:
process
refers to the preparation of EISs by
proposal Itself Is considered as a whole
contractors paid by the applicant. In the
When a consulting firm has been
to have significant effects, all of its
case of an INS for a National Pollution
involved in developing initial data and
specific effects on the environment
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
plins for the project. but does not hav,
(whether or not "significant") must be
permit. the applicant, aware in the early
any financial or othes interest in the
considered, and mitigation measures
planning stages of the proposed project
outcome of the decision, It need not be
must be developed where it Is feasible
of the need for an E3&contracts directly disqualified from preparing the INS.
to do so. Sections 102.14(f). 1502.18(h).
with a consulting firm for Its
However, a disclosure statement In the
1508.14.
The
.004(1)
preparation. See 40 C.I.R.0
draft EIS should clearly state the scope
1ib. Q. How should an I1S treat the
"third party" Is EPA which, under
add extent of the firmes prior
of available mitigation measures
subject
Section 150=5(c). must select the
Involvement to expose any potential
(1) outside the jutisdiction of the.
are
that
consulting firm, even though the
cdnflicts of interest that maw exist.
agencies, or (2)
cooperating
or
lead
applicant pays for the cost of preparing
.17b. Q. If the fi-m In fact..,s no'
or enforced by
adopted
bs
to
unlikely
i
Is
f
the INS. The consulting
promise of future work or other tnterbst
agency?
responsible
the
responsible to EPA for preparing an EIS
in the outcome of the proposal. may the
A. All relevant, reasonable mitigation
that meets the requirements of the
firm later bid in competition with others
a.. i,hat .ould improve the project
........
NEPA
EPA's
NEPA regulations and
for future work on the project U tho
identified, even it they are
be
to
am
procedures. It is in the applicant's
proposed action It approved?
the jurisdiction of the lead
outside
the
with
comply
INS
the
that
Interest
A. Yes.
agency or the cooperating agencies. and
law so that EPA can take prompt action
*
1s. Q. Hlow should uncertainties about thus iould not be committed as paur of
on the NPDES permilt applicatio The
Indirect effects of a proposal be
the RODs of these agencies. Sections
"third naty contract" method under
addressed. for example. In cam of
2502.10th). 1.0.2cý). This will serve to
EPA'a VEPA procedures Is purely
disposal of federal lands, when the
voluntary. though most applicants have
"*
tI

I

r
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alert agencies #orofficials who can
"im lement tlhui'e extra measures. and
will encouruqxe 11'em to do so. ficcaujas
the EIS Is the Timeea comprehensi15ve
environmental .lascument. It Isan Ideal
velticle hi w'hich to lay nut not orIeV the
rang. tj-*# wmiro;.mee0'1 lmpaa.'i buz.
f..1e
also *he fsoi sjpectni.w J ai.proprinte
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cross
documento arm appropriately
refarencrd. The proposed plan Isuseful
(4r EIS readers as an example. to show
how one choice of snanagaeani options
translates Into effects on natural
resources.Tiprcdepemt
initi-ition of the Oakday public review of
proposed forest pltans. which Isrequired
bythe Notional Forest Management Act.
All the alternatives are discussed In
the EIS. which can be read as an
independent document. The dctailu of
the management plan are not repeated
In the EIS. and vice versa. Thi Isa
reasonable functional separation of the
documeants: the ElS contaWinInformation
relevant to the choice among
alternatives: the plan Isa detailed
description of prposed mnanae nent
activities suitable for use by e:land
managers. Tis procedure provides for
ocretcmlac with the public
review requirements of both NEFF. and
the National Forest Management Act.
Under some circumstances. a project
report or management plan may be n
ttlymre ihte£9 n h
document labeled as both -£15 and
"management plan" or "project report."
This may be reasonable where the
documents are short. or where the EIS
form-at and the regulations for clear,
analytical ElSa also satisfy the
requirements for a project report.
22,Q. May state and federal agencies
servewas joint lead agendes? If so. how
do they resolve law. policy and resource
conflicts under NEPA and the relevant
state environmental policy act? How do
they resolve differences In perspective
where. for example. national and local
io
may differedeal
A Uneeds
federal.
sa.e UndrloalSeindsa long5b)
amlogashy
statueor leatoefeeal agencies
icdealasonfdrlagc.my
art as joint lead agencies to prepare an
MS. Section 1508. also strongly eirges
atate and local agencies and the
relevant federal agencies to cooperate
I
ondIh
haebe
d
whichshoul
fully with each other.nTis should cover
an
as
own
Ita
on
ThnoEI must stand
research and studies. planning
analytical document which fully Informs joint
public hearings.
activities.
the
of
public
the
and
decslsonmakeri
assessments and the
environmental
proposal
environmental effects of the
joint EISs under NEPA
of
prearation
and those of the reasonable alternatives. adterlvn
"iteNF. tt
;1
is
the
long-as
as
But.
Section 1502..
document will satisfy
one
that
so
laws.
rlearly identified an? iself-suppirling.
laws.
both
it can be physically Included Inor
The regulations also recognize that
land
attached to the project report or report
Lnnsistaa~.;..
certialin
attached
usa
pamp!3n. and may
the proposed federal action
-between
it
backup.
technical
as
pIaterlal
roved state or local plan or
ap
any
and
pact
Inioneta
Service
1, Forest
document sol ics
joust
USe
law.
statements for forest management ptans
the federal agency
which
to
extent
the
E
The
manner.
this
In
0 :pm handled
action with
proposed
Its
reconcile
would
j
preferred
Identifles the agencys
(See
1508.(d).
Section
law.
or
plan
such
intall
slianave. which, Isdeeopel
Question 22).
I the proposed management pan4e
Because there may be differences In
&noed proposed plan acopnk the
as well as conflicts among
perspective
the
Eethrough the review process. a

tas to conside.r those,
cause age
_.to ptntilal
coeqeneswenacin o
or
o letifc uc.rtilintiee
thebass
n.t Th
gh apsisaofi 4tenfomtioi
analsi i f mutated ots the beasis of
available Infiration. using reasonable
projections the worst possible
conaeqlujsc' of aproposed a -lion,
P Mere sire ~4entific
For s0a'"it
ta
incertaitity dgape ju the A 4ible
lnforzogiomn aicerning Otti numbets of
juvenile Ifish at would be isntrai.Ined In
a coolin w r facility. the resPon~ilbe
agency mus: lactose and conuidertihe
possibility a the loss of the commercial
grsport fish -i
*iin additlo to an analysis of a loti
probability/ tastrophic Impact MvntL
Via worst ca analysis should alsq:.
mof events of big
icuea op
irobabllty Itless drastic Impar.U
re an EIS or an EA Is,
Q.
r11.
hanother project planning
combined
document (a metimes calle
"PIggbacki S-). to what degree may the
£19 orLEA er to -andrely upon
Information n the project document to
satisfy NEP I requirements?
A. Secti lo 50.2 of the regulations
requires tha draft £15. be prepared
concurrentl and Integrated with
enviroamen at analyses and related
surveys and studies required by other
federal tat, tfe. In addition. Section
508. alto any environmentall
document p epared Incompliance with
NEPA to becmbined with any other
.4gency doci ment to reduce duplic lion
and papert or. However. these I
preparationde tofh
prtorisioe am
summaryz o oulie £9.attcedt
40talled p ject report or land use Olan'
.containing he required environme4tal
Inpect datl.;In suc drcumstartcesý. the
hava to refer constantyto
reader wotheIdrportto
etaie udersAnd the
tenvionetalle rmpacts aondalerstnatives
benaond Ilenathves
whvichnmshould imaves

Iloweveur. to ensure that
environmental effects of a proposed
action are fairly assessed, theL
measures
r ,,ltvof the mitigation
must also be
tein implemente'd
discursed. Thus the EIS and the Record
uf Decision shcjild Indicate the
likelihood that such measures will be
adopted ur enforced by the responsible
SM if
agencies. Sections 1=0215.15g5
there Is a b!sto.'y of nontentarcement or
opposition to, such measn-im the £1E9
Decision shouldor
Record ofsuch
and
opposition
acknowledge
nonenforcement. If the necessary
mitigation meareiaws will not be ready'
for a long period of time, this fact. of
course, should Iidio be recognized.
20a. Q. When must a worst case
analysis be inc:uded in an EIS?
A. If there ate Saps Inrelevant
Informnation or scienti fic uncertainty
prtaini to an aigency aealuaton of
significant adverse impacts on the
human onvirun,.:ent. en agenc must
make clear that such Informaion Is
lacking or that the uncertainty exists.
An agency mulil include a worst case
analysis or the poteantial impacts of the
proposal and a~n indication of the
probability or iniprobability of their
occurence if (.1)the Information relevant
to adverse Impacts isessential to a
reasoned choire among alternatives and
the overall costs of oblalning the
Informalion are exorbitant, or (b)the
Information melavant to adverse Impacts
Is Important to the decision and the
means to obtain it are not known.
NEPA requires that Impact
statements, at a minimum. contain
Information to alert the pliblic and
Congiess to all known possible
environmntantl consequences of agency
of the federal
ction. Thus. o'ne
agoverniment's
must Important
obligations is In present to the fullest
extent possible' the spectrum of
consequences that may result from
Ir
and the details nf the
=agency
consequences for the human
ptntialdecilstns.
environment.
21'i. Q. What isthe purpose of a
worst case analysis? How IsIt
toWrmulated 'and what is the scope of thi
analysis?
to to
A. T'he purpose of the analysis
mandate for full
can~
dicoueto the public of the potential
consequences of agency decisions. and

.
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as a valuableenvironment
and necessary
the
andan.ly
initiation of a planning process~or a

I.

I

9.

__

4.

the affected
li
federal, state and local goals for
formally adopted policy sattemflnt of the
cumulative impacts of the
resources management. the Council hass locaL regional or state executivi branch. potential
foreseeable actions unher
reasonably
adopt
to
advised participating agencies
it has not yet been fornally
If
even
or within that geogruphic .,!
program
that
a flexible, cooperative approach. The .
adopted by the local regional dJ state
area.
4. legislative body.
joint EIS should reflect allof their
24c. Q. What Is the function or tiering
Interests and missions. clearly ldentified'
Q. What options are avaelable for in such cases?
Q3c.
as such. The final document would then'v the declsionmaker when confli4ts with
A. Tiering Is a procedure which
Indicate how state and local Interests a such plans or policies are Identified?
an agency to avoid duplication W"
allows
have been accommodated, or would i5
A. After identifying any potential land paperwork through the incorporation b%
Identify conflicts in goals (e.g.. how a
use conflicts, the decislonmaker must
reference of the general discussions andI
hydroelectric project. which might
weigh the significance of the conflicts.
relevant specific discussions from an
Induce second home development.
among all the other environmental and
environmental impact statement of
would require new land use controls).
non.environmental factors that must be
scope into one of lesser scope
broader
complete
The E£S must contain a
In reaching a rational and
considered
In the example given in
versa.
vice
or
discussion of scope and purpose of the
balanced decision. Unless precluded by
this would mean that an
24b.
Question
so
Impacts
and
alternatives.
contributing
proposal
other law from causing or
be prepared for util
would
E£S
.
overview
meet
to
adequate
use
is
that the discussion
to any Inconsistency with the land
reasonably
activities
energy
l)
of the
the needs of locaL state and federal
plans. policies or controls, the
geographic
particular
a
In
foreseeable
a
to
authority
decislonmakers.
decisionmaker retains the
particular
a
from
resulting
or
area
handli
aiency
an
should
23a. Q. How
go forward with the proposal. despite
development program. This impact
potential conflicts between a proposal
the potential conflict. In the Record of
statement would be followed by sites
must
and the objectives of Federal. state or
Decision, the decislonmaker
and
specific or project-specifc ElSs. The
policies
it
plans.
how
local land use
explain what the decision wasi
tiering process would make each EIS of
controls for the area concerned? See
was made. and what mitigation
greater use and meaning to the publica,
Sac. 1502.18(c).
td'lessen
measures are being Imposed
of
inquire
first
should
the plan or program develops, without
agency
the
The
of
A.
adverse environmental Impact.
duplication of the analysis prepared focr
reqdlrements
other agencies whether there are any
other
the
among
proposal.
the previous Impact statement.
would
potential conflicts. If there would be
of Section 1505.2. This provisic9n
could
conflicts
If
or
1
25a. Q. When is it appropriate to use
immediate conflicts.
require the decislonmaker to explain
appendices Instead of including
arise in the future when the plans are , any decision to override land use plans.
Information In the body of an EIS?
finished (see Question 23(b) below), the: policies or controls for the area.
A. The body of the EIS should V
EIS must acknowledge and describe the
24a. Q. When are EISs required on
succinct statement of all the info
extent of those conflicts. If there are any policies, plans or programs?
on environmental Impacts and
possibilities of resolving the conflicts.
A. An EIS must be prepared fVan
alternatives that the decislonmaker and
these should be explained as well The
agency proposes to implement a specific
the public need, in order to make the
EIS should also evaluate the seriousness policy, to adopt a plan for a group of
decaldon and to ascertain that every
of the Impact of the proposal on the land related actions, or to implement a
significant factor has been examined.
use plans and policies. and whether, or
statutory program or executive
specific
addition.
In
1508.18.
how much. the proposal will Impair the
The M1S must explain or summrarize
Section
directive.
effectiveness of land use control
methodologies of research and
the adoption of official policy in the
mechanisms for the area. Comments
modeling. and the results of research
form of rules. regulations and
from officials of the affected area should intarpretations pursuant to. the
that may have been conducted to
be solicited early and should be
analyze Impacts and alternatives.
Procedure Act. treaties.
Administrative
carefully acknowleged and answered in
Lengthy technical discussions of
conventions, or other formal documents
the FIS.
governmental or agency
methodology, baseline studies.
establishing
modeling
23b. Q. What constitutes a "land use,
or other work are best reserved for the
policy which will substantially alter
plan or policy" for purposes of this
appendix. In other words. if only
agency programL could require an MIS.
discussion?
11508.1. In all cases, the policy. I technically trained individuals are likelI
Section
s
A. The term "land use plans." Include, Fplan. or program must have the potential to understand a particular discussion
all types of formally adopted documento
for significantly affecting the quality of
then it should go In the appendix. andn
.or land use planning. zoning and
the human environment in order to
plabi•language summary of the andlys,.
related regulatory re uirements. Local "
require an M&3. It should be nqted that a y and conclusions of that technical
general plans are Incuded. even thougl
discussion should go In the text of the"
.roposal "may exist In fact at well as b
they are subject to future change.
agency declaration that one elists."
Proposed plans should also be
Sction 1508.3.
The final statement must also contasar.
addressed if they have been formally it
Q. When Is an area-wide or
24b.
agency's responses to comments on
the
proposed by the appropriate govertnnef
MIS appropriate? !
overview
r the draft M13. These responses will b6.
body in a written form. and ame being
A. The preparation of an area-wide o Sprimarily In the form of changes In the
actively pursued by officials of the
overview ES may 1-1 plaricul"rly usefu r document itself, but specific andsv ..
;u.-i ction. Staged plans. which must
when similar actions, viewed with othe
each significant comment should also 6,,
go through phases of development such
reasonably foreseeable or proposed r included. These specific responses mu
as the Water Resources Counclls Levelo agency actions. share common timing oy be placed In an appendix. If the
A. Dand C planning process should his
geograpby. For example, when a varlet:
comments are especially voluminous.
may be located in a
be included even though they are
projects
energy
of
summaries of the comments and
I
Incomplete.
2
inglte watershed, or when a series of
response. will suffice. (Saee Qu
fornialli
The term "Policies" Includes
-or
new enevgy technoloSles may be
a.
ret.
detail
of
level
the
repazlng
adopted stitemenst of land uosapo,,
federal funding, the a
dovelopdthrw4h
comments.)
to
responses
embodied Intaws or rletlons. It 118"
servi
includes proposals for action such as
area-wide EIS would
hie overview or

.1
I
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25b. Q. Hlow does an appendix differ
from incorporation by reference?
_.
A. Finrt. If at all possible, the
appendix accompanies the EIS. whereas
the miterial which Is Incorporated by
reference does not accompany the EIS.
Thus the appendix should contain
information that reviewers will be likely
to want to examine. The appendix
should include material that pertains to
preparation of a particular ES. Research
papers directly relevant to the proposal.
lists of affected species. discussion of
the methodology of models used In the
analysis of Impacts. extremely detailed
responses to comments. or other
information, would be placed in the
appendix.
The appendix must be complete and
available at the time the ES Is filed.
Fiv, copies of the appendix must be sent
to EPA with five copies of the EIS for
filing. If the appendix Is too bulky to be
circulated. it instead must be placed In
conveniently accessible locations or
furnished directly to commentors upon
request. If it Is not circulated with the
EIS. the Notice of Availability published
by EPA must so slate, giving a telephone
number to enable potential commentors
to locate or request copies or the
•" appendix promptly.
Material that Is not directly related to
preparation of the EIS should be
incorporlated by reference. This would
Include other ElSs. research papers in
the general literature, technical
background papers or other material
that someone with technical training
could use to evaluate the analysis of the
proposal. These must be made available,
either by citing the literature. furnishing
copies to central locations, or sending
copies directly to commentors upon
request.
Care must be taken in all cases to
ensure that material Incorporated by
reference. and the occasional appendix
that does not accompany the EIS. are in
fact available for the full minimum
public comment period.
26a. Q. Hlow detailed must an EIS
index be?
A. The EIS Index should have a level
of detail sufficient to focus on areas of
the EIS of reasonable interest to any
reader. It cannot be restricted to the
most important topics. On the other
hand. It need nut Identify every
concevabie term or phrase In the EIS. if
an agency believes that the reader is
reasonably likely to be Interested In a
topic. it should be included.
2ob. Q. Is a keyword Index required?
",fA.No. A keyword Index Is a relativell
short list of descriptive terms that
identifies the key concepts or subject
areas in a document. For example it
could consist of 2D terms which describe

o. 5
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form to cut down on length. A line or
t6e most significant aspects of an EIS
two for each person's qualifications
- 4tta future researcher would need:
be sufficient.
*
type of proposal. type of impacts, type of should
May an agency file xerox copies
Q.
28.
area.
eqvronment. geographical
with EPA pending the
EIS
an
of
sp iling or modelling methodologles.
completion of printing the documeit?
-uis This technique permits the
A.JXerox copies of an EIS may be filed
compilation of £IS data banks, by
with EPA prior to printing only if the
fa.ffitating quick and Inexpensive
xerox copies are simultaneously made
acess to stored materials. While a
available to other agencies and the
thet
by
keyword Index Is not required
public. Section 156.9 of the regulations.
r_•ulations. it could be a useful addition
which governs EIS filing, specifically
be
can
It
First.
ft several reasons.
requires Federal agencies to file ElSs
uapful as a quick Index for reviewers jaf
with EPA no earlier than the EIS is
it E1X. helping to focus on areas of ;
distributed to the public. However, this
a
keeps
agency
an
if
Interest. Second.
section does not prohibit xeroxlng as a
listing of the keyword Indexes of the
form of reproduction and distribution."
ElSs it produces. the EIS preparers
When an agency chooses xeroxing as
to
access
quick
have
will
themselves
similar research data and methodologies the reproduction method, the EIS must
be clear and legible to permit ease of
to aid their future EIS work. Third. a
reading and ultimate microfiching of the
make
to
needed
be
keyword Index will
ES. Where color graphs are Important
an-E-S available to future researchers
to the EIS. they should be reproduced
being
are
that
banks
using EIS data
dqneloped. Preparation of such an index and circulated with the xeroxed copy.
S29a Q. What response must an agency
now when the document is produced
provide to a comment on a draft EIS
will save a later effort when the data
which states that the EIS's methodology
banks become operational.
Z7a. Q. if a consultant Is used In
Is inadequate or Inadequately
g
explained? For example, what level of
ptvparing an EIS. must the list of
preparers Identify members of the
detail must an agency include in Its
consulting firm as well as the agency'
response to a simple postcard comment
NEPA staff who were primarily
making such an allegation?...
relonsible?
A. Appropriate responses tct
SSection 1502.17 requires
comments are described in Section
identifiCation of the names and
1503A. Normally the responses should
qtuilifications of persons who were
result in changes In the textof the ES,
primarily responsible for preparing tie
not simply a separate answer at the
EIS or significant background papers.
back of the document. But. in addition.
including basic components of the I
the agency must state what Its response
statement. This means that members-of
was. and if the agency decides that no
a consulting firm preparing material that substantive response to a comment is
Is to become part of the EIS must be
necessary, It must explain briefly why.
Identified. The EIS should Identify these
An agency Is not under an obligation
Individuals even though the consultant's
to Issue a lengthy reiteration of Its
contribution may have been modified by methodology for any portion of an EIS if
the agency.
the only comment addressing the
27b. Q. Should agency staff Involved
methodology is a simple complaint that
in reviewing and editing the EIS also be
the EIS methodology is Inadequate. But
Included In the list of preparers?
agencies must respond to comments.
A. Agency persunnel who wrote basic
however brief. which are specific In
components of the EIS or significant
their criticism of agency methodology.
beckground papers must, of course. be
For example, If a commentor on an EIS
th
list
also
should
Identified. The EIS
said that an agency's air quality
tebhnlcal editors who reviewed or
dispersion analysis or methodology was
edited the statements.
Inadequate, and the agency had
uld
sho
Information
V7c. Q. How much
Included a discussion of that analysis In
bt Included on each person listed?
the EIS. little if anything need be added
XA. The list of preparers should
In response to such a comment.
normally not exceed two pages.
However. if the commentor said :'
-r.rnine
.
. a, =ý%.i.
ajjzn.,*
Tl.ei
dispersion analysis was inadequate
wbich Individuals hadpdma7y
because of Its use of a certain
noeedott'2entify
and
responsibility
computational technique, or that a
The
Involvement.
Individuals with minor
dispersion analysis was Inadequately
list of proparers should Include a very
explained because computational
Individuals
the
of
brief Identification
techniques wore not Included or
Involved. their qualifications (expertise.
then the agency would have
professional disciplines) and the specific referenced.
a substantive and
In
respond
to
are
they
which
for
EIS
the
portion of
to such a comment.
way
meaningful
r
responsible. This may be done In tabulai
'i
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preparing an adequate EIS that
preparing all
an alternatives.
adequate EIS that
considers
:niternatives that were discussed IAthe
30. Q. When a cooperating agency
.raft. a supplemental draft will no be
needed. For example. a commentor on a with jurisdiction by law intends to ad-,1p

Vol. 41, No. 55

I Monday,

or very similar, agencies may group the
comments and prepare a single answer
draft VS to designate a wilderness area
a lead agency's EIS and it is not
I
for each group. Comments may be
within a National Forest might
satisfied with the adequacy of the
summarized if they are especially
Identify a specific tract of
document. may the coop rating agency
reasonably
considered
be
voluminous. The comments or
it
that
urge
adopt only the part of the EIS with
the forest. and
IFthe draft VS
summaries must be attached to the EIS
which it is satisfied? Il to. would a
designation.
for
of
regardless of whether the agency
range
a
of
cooperating agency with jurisdiction by
considered designation
believes they merit Individual
law have to prepare a separate EIS or
'alternative tracts which encompassed
and
discussion in the body of the final EIS.
quality
similar
of
EIS supplement covering the areas of
area
Sforest
29b. Q. How must an agency respond
would
EIS
disagreement with the lead agency?
no supplemental
to a comment on a draft EIS tat raises a 'quantity,
could
agency
The
A. Generally. a cooperating agency
prepared.
be
to
-have
new alternative not previously
that
addressing
may adopt a lead agency's IS without
Ifulfill its obligation by
considered In the draft EIS?
the final EIS.
it
alternative
recirculating it il Itconcludes that its
Ispecific
A. This question might arise in several
pn
on
EIS
an
NEPA requirements and its comments
example.
J As another
possible situations. First. a commentor
the
analyze
and suggestions have been satisfied.
may
project
is
housing
there
that
urban
"4
on a draft EIS may Indicate
Section 150&.3(a). (c). If necessary. a
2,000.4.00.
constructing
of
alternatives
a possible alternative which, In the
or 8.000 units. A commento? on the draft cooperating agency may adopt only a
i
agency's view. Is not a reasonable
r might urg the consideration 1r
portion of the lead agency's EIS and
alternative. Section 1502.14(a. I that Is I constructing 5.000 units utilizing
may reject that part of the EIS with
the case. the agency must explain why
of buildingS. This which it disagrees. stating publicly why
configuration
different
the comment does not warrant further
dalternative is within the spectrumi of
it did so. Section 1506.3[a).
und.
agency response. citing atuthoritles or
already considered.
alternatives
A cooperating agency with
reasons that support the agency's
could be addressed in the
Stherefore,
jurisidiction bylaw (e.g.. an agency with
position and. if appropriate. Indicate
c1r.
final
'e
independent legal responsibilities with
trigger
would
those circumstances which
a
Is
that
possibility
A
fourth
respect to the pruposal) has an
agency reappraisal or further response.
alternative
outhan
points
commentor
independent legal obligation to comph
Section 1503.4(a). For example. a
the proposal
of
variation
a
not
is
which
with NEPA. Therefore. if the cooperating
fired
coal
a
on
commentor on a draft E15
in the
discussed
alternative
a
n
of
agency determines that the EIS is wrong
or
power plant may suggest the alternative
a
Is
and
statement.
or Inadequate. it must prepare a
draft Impact
of using synthetic fuel The agency may
warrants
that
alternative
reasonable
supplement to the EIS. replacing or
brief
a
reject the alternative with
case.
a
such
In
response.
agency
adding any needed information, ant
serious
discussion (with authorities) of the
to
supplement
a
Issue
must
must circulate the supplement as a o.
agency
sthe
within
fuel
unavailability of synthetic
new
this
discusses
uS
that
for public and agency review and
draft
the
the
the time frame necessary to meet
cummentohn
a
example,
comment. A final supplemental EIS
alternative. For
need and purpose of the proposed
plant
power
nuclear
a
on
VS
would be required before the agency
draft
a
on
facility.
areasonabler.
that
suggest
could take action. The adopted portions
agency
n
might
A second possibility is that an
preeted
the
meeting
i
for
that
of the lead agency MS should be
mhalternative
Indicating
comment
a
receive
may
peak
throue
be
would
power
circulated with the supplement. bection
tneed
for
reasonable.
while
particular alternative,
energy
end
for'
1h06.3(b). A cooperating agency with
load management
should be modified somewhat,
permitting
the
ia
programs.
jurisdiction by law will have to prepare
mitigation
onservation
l
certain
achieve
to
example.
thrtt
consider
to
the
faied
own Record of Decision for its action.
If
its
has
tagency
benefits. or for other reasons.
in which It must explain how it reached
modification is reasonable, the agency
approach in the Draft M1S. and the
the
in
it
its conclusions. Each agency should
of
digcussion
a
should include
be dismissed by the
cannot
approach
on
explain how and why its conclusions
commentor
final EIS. For example. a
a supplement
Sagency as unreasonable,
differ, If that is the case. from those of
to the Draft VIS. which discusses that
a draft EIS on a proposal for a pumped
(If
the
other agencies which Issued their
prepared.
suggest
be
might
must
facility
storage powqr
alternative,
should
Records of Decision earlier.
the same supplement
necessaryn
the applicant's proposed alternative
the
in
of
changes
addition
An agency that did not cooperate in
the
substantial
by
discuss
enhanced
also
be
should
new
measures
significant
or
preparation of an EIS may also adopt an
proposed action
certain reasonable mitigation
EIS or portion thereof. But this would
including the purchase and setaside of
or Information. as
circumstances
the
for
substitute
to
arise only in rare instances, because an
wildlife preserve
the
of
150a9(c)(1)
Section
by
required
Th
Ie
project.
agency adopting an MS for use in its
tract to be destroyed by the
Councirs regulations.)
the
including
own decision normally would have been
alternative
.modified
should
raised
not
measures
was
a cooperating agency. ifthe proposed is
additional mitigation
If the new alternative
by the commentor during scoping. but
action for which the EIS was prepared
be discussed by the agency in the final
finc
may
substantially the same as the proposed
commentors
EIS.
been.
haveaer unpersusitve "'• tlbi'ir
couldthey
that
possibility
UCeQfl of the adopting agency, the EIS
A third slightly different
"efforts to have their auaenI.-".
may be adopted as long as It Is
,aIat a comment or, a draft MS will rats
minor
a
Is
recirculated as a final EIS and the
which
re
an alternative
In detail by the
analyzed the
altqrnatlve
alternath
new
alternatives
the
if
agency announces what It is doing, Thi.s
t
variation of one of
agency. However.
and II
later.raise€
but this
or developed
discovered
is
would be followed by the 30-day rev,'-,
discussed in the draft &S.
could not reasonably have been
a
any
given
not
was
period and Issuance of a Recordef
variation
Decision by the adopting agency.
during the scoping process. ther the
consideration by the agency. In suchi
and
a
In
It
develop
address
should
must
agency
proposed action by the adopting a
the
agency
case.
is not substantially the same as thh.
evaluate the new alternative. FiIt is
supplemental draft MS. The agency Is
reasonable. in the final & Itf it Is
- in any case. ultimately responsible foi
qualitatively within the spectrum of

,-1
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the EIS i.e.. if an EIS on one action is
b eing adapted for use in a decision on
another actionl. the EIS would be
treated as a draft and circulated for the
normal public comment period and other
procedures. Section 1506.31b).
31a. Q. Do the Council's NEPA
regulations apply to Independent
regulatory agencies like the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC}
and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission?
A. The statutory requirements of
NEPA's Section 102 apply to "all
agencies of the federal government."
The NEPA regulations Implement the
procedural provisions of NEPA as set
forth in NEPA's Section 102(2) for all
agencies of the federal government. The
NEIPA regulations apply to Independent
regulatery agencies. however, they do
not direct Independent regulatory
agencies or other agencies to make
Jecisions in any particular way or In a
way inconsistent with an agency's
statutory charter. SectionJ 1500.3. 1500.6.
1507.1. and 1507.3.
31b. Q. Can an Executive Branch
agency like the Department of the
Interior adopt an EIS prepared by an
independent regulatory agency such as
FERC?
A. ir an independent regulatory
agency such as FERC has prepared an
EIS in connection with its approval of a
proposed project. an Executive Branch
agency (eg.. the Bureau of Land
Munagement in the Department of the
Interior) may. In accordance with
Section 1506.3. adopt the EIS or a
portion thereof for its use In considering
the same proposal. In such a case the
EIS must. to the satisfaction of the
adopting agency. meet the standards for
an adequate statement under the NEPA
regulations (including scope and quality
of analysis of alternatives) and must

satisfy the adopting agency's comments

and suggestions. 1l the Independent
regulatory agency falls to comply with
the NEPA regulations, the cooperating or
adopting agency may find that It Is
unable to adopt the EIS, thus forcing the
preparation of a new EIS or EIS
Supplement for the same action. The
NPA regulations were made applicable
to all federal agencies in order to avoid
this result, and to achieve uniform
application and eicie--',' "te IvPA
process.
32. Q. Under what circumstances do
old ElSs have to be supplemented before
taking action on a proposal?
A. As a rule of thumb. If the proposal
has not yet been Implemented. or If the
EIS concerns an ongoing program. ElSe
that are more than 5 years old should be
carefully reexamined to determine If the

S
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criteria in Section 1502.9 compel
preparation of an EIS supplement.
If an agency has made a substantial
chAnge In a proposed action that is .
relevar' to environmental concerns.• if
- are significant new circumstanc•a
*tht
..-Anturmation relevant to
enrlronmentsl concerns and bearing qn
the:proposed action or its Impacts. a,
suiplemental EIS must '.e prepared for
an p!d EIS so that the agency has the
beft possible information to make any
necessary substantive changes in its
I.
decisions regarding the proposal.
Section 1502.9(c).
33a. Q. When must a referral of an
interagency disagreement be made to
the Council?
4. The Council's referral procedure is
a dre-decluion referral process for
intiragency disagreemcnts. Hence.
Section 1504.3 requires that a referring
agency must deliver its referral to the
Council not later than 25 days after
publication by EPA of notice that the
Final EIS is available (unless the lead
agency grants an extension of time
under Section 1504.3(b)).
33b. Q. May a referral be made aft]r
this Issuance of a Record of DeclsionZ.
{
4. No. except for cases where
aggricies provide an Internal appeal
procedure which permits simultaneoup
Illpg of the final EIS and the record of
deqlsion (ROD). Section 1506.10(b)(2).
Otberwise. as stated above, the process
Is a pro-decision referral process.
Referrals must be made within 25 days
after the notice of availability of the
final EIS. whereas the final decision
(ROD) may not be made or filed until
after 30 days from the notice of
availability of the EIS. Sections
1564.3(b). 1506.10(b). If a lead agency
has granted an extension of time for
another agency to take action on a
referral, the ROD may not be Issued
until the extension has expired.
34a. Q. Must Records of Decision
(RODs) be made public? How should
they be made available?
A. Under the regulations. agencies
must prepare a "concise public record of
decision." which contains the elemen!
sp•clfled In Section 1505.2. This publif
record may be Integrated into any oth r
derision record prepared by the agen
or It may be separate if decision,
documents are not normally made
public. The Record of Decision Is
Intended by the Council to be an
environmental document (even though it
Is not explicitly mentioned In the
definition of "environmental aocument"
In Section 1508.101. Therefore. It must be
made available to the public through
appropriate public notice as required by
Section 150.6.(b). However. there is no
specific requirement for publication of

the ROD itself, either In the Federal
Register or elsewhere.
.,34b. Q. May the summary section in
the final Environmental Impact
Statement substitute for or constitute an
agency's Record of Decision?
A. No. An environmental Impact
statement Is supposed to Inform the
decisionmaker before the decision is
made. Sections 1502-2.1505.2. The
Council's regulations provide for a 30
day period after notice is published that
the final EIS has been filed with EPA
before the agency may take final action.
During that period. In addition to the
agency's own Internal final review, the
public and other agencies can comment
on the final EIS prior to the agency's
final action on the proposal. In addition.
the Council's regulations make clear that
the requirements for the summary in an
EIS are not the same as the
requirements for a ROD. Sections
1502.12 and 1505.2.
34c. Q. What provisions should
Records of Decision contain pertaining
to mitigation and monitoring?
A. Lead agencies "shall Include
appropriate conditions [including
mitigation measures and monitoring and
enforcement programs) In grants.
permits or other approvals" and shall
"•condition funding of actions on
mitigation." Section 1505.3. Any such
measures that are adopted must be
explained and committed In the ROD.
The reasonable alternative mitigation
measures and monitoring programs
should have been addressed in the draft
and final EMS. The discussion of
mitigation and monitoring In a Record of
Decision must be more detailed than a
general statement that mitigation is
being required. but not so detailed as to
duplicate discussion of mitigation in the
EIS. The Record of Decision should
contain a concise summary
identification of the mitigation measures
which the agency has committed Itself
to adopt.
The Record of Decision must also
state whether all practicable mitigation
measures have been adopted. and if not.
why not. Section 115.=(c). The Record
of Decision must identify the mitigation
measures and monitoring and
enforcement programs that have been
selected and plainly Indicate that they
are adopted as part of the agency's
decision. If the proposed action Is me
Issuance of a permit or other approval.
the specific details of the mitigation
measures shall then be included as
appropriate conditions In whatever
grants. permits, funding or other
approvals are being made by the federal
agency. Section 1505.5 (a). (b). if the
proposal Is to be carried out by the

.
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agency planning and decisionmakin"
and to "aid an agency's compliance wit
INEPAI when no environmental Impact
statement Is necessary." Section
115013,1bJ. 1508.9(a)(2). The appropriate
mitigation measures can be Imposed as
enforceable permit conditions, or
adopted as part of the agency final
decision In the same manner mitigationt
measures &ae adopted In the formal -?
Record of Decision that Is required In iW
EIS cases.
1
40. Q. Ifan environmental assessment
Indicates that the environmental effect6
of a proposal are significant but that.
with mitigation. those effects may be '
reduced to less than significant lvl,
ir iy the agency make a finding of no
significant impact rather than prepare
sn EIS? Is that a legitimate function of*ý
an EA and gcoping?
A. Mitigatican measures may be relied
upon to make a finding of no signiflcanj.
Impact only Ifthey are Imposed by
statute or regulation, or submitted by art
applicant or agency as part of the
original proposal. As a general rule, the
regulations contemplate that agencies
should use a broad approach in defining
significance and should not rely on the
possibility of mitigation as an excuse to
avoid the EIS requirement. Sections
1308.& 150M.7
If a proposal appears to have adverse
effects which would be significant. and:
certain mitigation measures are then
developed during the scoping or EA
.9 stages. the existence of such possible
mitigation does not obviate the nt-ed for
an EIS. Therefore. Ifscoping or the EA -,ý
Identifies certain mitigation possibilities
without altering the nature of the overall
proposal Itself, the agency should
continue the EIS process and submit tlui
pooaand the potential mitigation, k
foropusbalic and agency review and
;
comment. This Is essential to ensure that
the final decision Is based on all the J.
relevant factors and that the full NEWA
process will result in enforceable
mitigation measures through the Record
of Decision.
*In some Instances, where the proposal
Itself so integrates mitigation from the
beginning that Itis impossible to define
the proposal without including the
mitigntion. the agency may thN= rely oz
the mitigation measures In determining~
that the overall effects would not be i
significant (e.g. where an application M'r
a permit for a small hydro dam Is oasea
on a binding commitment to build fishtr
ladders, to permit adequate dow
stream flow, and to replace anrylost
wetlands, wildlife habitat and
recreational potentil).ý In those
Instances, agencies should make the ~
EONS! and EA available for 30 days
*

Savings Act. as anlended (thai Aida) (Ir
U.S.C. 2002(c)). Section 502(c' providess
that a manufacturer of passenger
automobiles that manufactures fewer
than 20.000 passenger automobiles
annually may be exempted from the
generally applicable average fuel
economy standard for a particular
model year Ifthat standard Is greater
than the low volume manufacturer's
maximum feasible average fuel econoin'%
and If the NHTS'establishes an
alternative standard applicable to tha
manufacturer at the low volume
manufacturer's maximum feasible
average fuel economy. Sectiort 502(e) of
the Act (15 U.S.C. 2=0(e)) requires the
r
NHTSA to consider.
DEPAfi WMENT OF TRANSMA~TATION
(2)Technological feasibility.
(2)Economic practicability;
Natloni I filghway Traffic Safety
(3)The effect of other Federal motor
Admini tration
vehicle standards on fuel economy: and
49 CFRIPart 531
(4)The need of the Nation to conserve
energy.
iMocket 4o. LVU 77-05; Notice 61
This final rule was preceded by a
Psasenor Automobile Average Fuel
notice announcing the NHTSA's
Econoi(y Standards;, Exemption FrotT1 proposed decision to grant an exemption
Avitragp Fuel Economy Standards
to Excalibur for the 2979 and 1950 niodi-l
years (45 FR 50840 July 31. 1980). No
AGINC National Highway Traffic
comments were received during the 45
Safety 4dministratlon. Department of
day comment period.
Transp rtation.
Based on Its conclusions that it is not
ACTio1 Final decision to grant
technologically
feasible and
exemption from fuel-economy
economically
practicable
for Excalibur
standar s.
to Improve the fuel economy of its 1979
and 1980 model year automobiles above
eUMM jr. This notice exempt;q
an average of 11.5 and 281.2 mpg.
Excalib r Automobile Corporltion
respectively, that other Federal
(Excali r) from the generally
automobile standards did not affect
applica Ieaverage fuel econo6
achievable fuel economy beyond the
stands a of 10.0 miles per gallon (mpg)
extent considered In this analysis. and
and
mpg for 197 and 1980 model
that the national effort to conserve
year pa senger automobiles, t
respect ely. and establishes alternative energy will be negligibly affected by the~
stands s. The alternative standards are granting of the requested exemptions.
21.45 m In the I97 model year and 16.2 this agency concludes that the maximum
feasible average fuel economy for
mpg In e19M0 model year.
Excalibur In the 11979 and 1980 model
OAT=
a exemptions and alternative
years Is 11.5 mpg and M82 mpg.
stands I set forth In this notice apply
respectively. Therefore. NHTSA is
in the I and 1980 model years.
exempting Excalibur from the gener~ally
FOR
flORUAT"O CONT"C7.
applicable standards and Is establishingu
Robert ercure. Office of Automotive
alternative standards of 11.5 mpg for the~
Fuelit
nomy Standards, National
29WO model year and 18.2 mpg for the
Highw Traffic Safety Administration.
28980 model year.
400 Se nth Street SW.. Washington.
In consideration of the foregoing. 49
D.C.
90 (202-755-0384).
CFR
Part 531 Is amended by revising
I
IAxtY INFORMATKIlI Te
51.5(b)(5)
M
to read as follows:
Nation Highway Traffic Safety
-Ifn-19f.*"1' rNl.IA) Is exemp tin
the generall a plicable
"&~Anwor
av~gtfulerloeconomy stan ars for the
(b) The following manufacturers shall
199 11I28 model year and~
comply with the fuel economy standni d~
aestab I In alternative standlrds
Indicated below for the specified model
applIna~ to that company In os
rears:
moa yars. This exemption Isisued
under th authority of section p0(c) of
(5)Excalibur Automobile Corporation.
the oorVehicle lnformmatonTand Cost
public comment before taking~action.
A
Section I501.(e)(2).
Similarly. scoping may restqt in a
redefinition of the entire 'iroject. sit*''
result of mitigation propobdls. Inltht'
case, the agency may alter its previous
decision to do an EIS. as long as the
agency or applicant resubmits the entire
propoI l and theLA and EONS! are
availatle for 30 days of review and
commept. One example of this would be
where Mhe
size and location of a
proposd Industrial park are changed to
avoid a~ecting a nearby wetland area.
1"M
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